Head direction (HD) information is intricately linked to spatial navigation and cognition. 12 We recently reported the co-existence of all currently recognized spatial cell types can 13 be found in the hindlimb primary somatosensory cortex (S1HL). In this study, we 14 carried out an in-depth characterization of HD cells in S1HL. We show fast-spiking 15 (FS), putative inhibitory neurons are over-represented in and sharply tuned to HD 16 compared to regular-spiking (RS), putative excitatory neurons. These FS HD cells are 17 non-conjunctive, rarely theta modulated, not locally connected and are enriched in 18 layer 4/5a. Their co-existence with RS HD cells and angular head velocity (AHV) cells 19 in a layer-specific fashion through the S1HL presents a previously unreported 20 organization of spatial circuits. These findings challenge the notion that FS, putative 21 inhibitory interneurons are weakly tuned to external stimuli in general and present a 22 novel local network configuration not reported in other parts of the brain. 23 Key Words: head direction cell, fast-spiking neuron, somatosensory cortex, 24 spatial navigation system, angular head velocity cell, theta modulation 25 56
Introduction
The ability to navigate from one place to another requires the knowledge of self in 27 space. While hippocampal-entorhinal systems appear to map out the spatial 28 environment (Hafting et al., 2005 ; O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Solstad et al., 2008) , 29 the head direction (HD) system maintains an internally generated reference point to . Therefore, we sought to characterize 165 theta modulation of HD cells in the S1HL. Firstly, theta oscillations can be detected in 166 the S1HL (Fig. 3a) . An example of theta modulated RS HD cell autocorrelogram was 167 shown in Fig. 3c and a non-theta modulated FS HD cell are shown in Fig. 3d . In 168 general, spectral distribution of autocorrelograms of RS HD cells revealed a large peak 169 at 7.5 Hz (Fig. 3f) , while FS HD cell autocorrelograms had a nominal low frequency 170 (< 2 Hz) peak ( Fig. 3g) . Most of the HD cells, RS or FS, had low percentage power in 171 their spike autocorrelogram spectra ( Fig. 3e) . However, a subset of RS HD cells and 172 a very few FS HD cells exhibited higher percentage theta power and were deemed to 173 be theta modulated (Fig. 3h) . In fact, there was a 15 fold difference in the proportion 174 of RS (41.9%) and FS (2.8%) HD cells that were found to be theta modulated ( Fig. 3i ). 
Fig. 3: Fast-spiking head direction cells show little theta modulation.

184
RS HD cells show significantly higher theta power percentage than FS HD cells. (mean 185 ± s.e.m.; ***P < 0.001, two-tailed unpaired t-test). i. The fraction of theta-modulated 186 RS HD cells (26/62) was significantly higher than that of FS HD cells (1/36) (Z = -4.16, 187 ***P < 0.001, binomial test). 189 Bursting activity has been shown to play pivotal functions in spatial selectivity and 190 orientation (Ebbesen et al., 2016) . We found that FS HD cells exhibited bursting activity when the animals' heads oriented in their preferred direction (Fig. 4a) . The 192 interspike intervals (ISI) histogram revealed the distinct temporal discharge patterns 193 for RS and FS HD cells ( Fig. 4d) . Consistent with previous studies (Ebbesen et al., 194 2016; Latuske et al., 2015) , the first two principal components of ISI distribution 195 probability distinguished RS and FS cells (Fig. 4b) . The bursty firing pattern of FS HD 196 cells was also reflected in the cumulative probability distributions, with ISI being 197 shorter than 20 ms ( Fig. 4c) . The generation of HD selectivity is believed to involve AHV cells in proposed ring 221 attractor models (Stratton et al., 2010; Zhang, 1996) . A recent report showed that AHV 222 cells can be found alongside HD cells in the neighboring motor cortex (Mehlman et al., 223 2019). Therefore, we hypothesized AHV cells should also be present in the S1HL. A 224 total of 308/2107 putative single units recorded from the S1HL were classified as AHV 225 cells (e.g . Fig 5a, b) . Both symmetrical and asymmetrical AHV cells were found in the 226 S1HL ( Fig. 5c, d) . As with HD cells, we further extended our AHV cell characterization 227 with RS and FS AHV classification ( Fig. 5e ). Most AHV cells were non-conjunctive, 228 and the most common conjunctive feature was HD ( Supplementary Fig. S6 ), followed ). Almost half of the AHV cells were FS cells, which also had statistically significant 231 higher AHV scores than RS AHV cells as a group (Fig. 5f) . A large majority (85.7%) 232 of RS AHV cells and a half (50%) of the FS AHV cells were found to be theta modulated 233 ( Fig. 5h, j) ; there appeared to be clear segregation of non-modulated and modulated 234 cells based on our classification ( Fig. 5i) . Of note, a much larger proportion of FS AHV 235 cells were found to be theta modulated than FS HD cells ( Fig. 5j) . Unlike the pattern 236 seen for HD cells, RS AHV cells appear to dominate layers 3 while FS AHV cells were 237 more common in layer 5 and deeper; layer 4 seemed to contain the least number of 238 AHV cells ( Fig. 5g) . Fig. 6b) . A large proportion of cell pairs (7.7%; 41/532) involving FS AHV cells were 280 found to make inhibitory connections to RS and FS, including that are tuned to AHV 281 themselves ( Fig. 6c) . We were also able to detect putative common input-driven of FS 282 AHV cells ( Fig. 6c-ii) . Our previous report showed all currently recognized spatial cell types can be found in 296 the S1HL, including HD cells (Long and Zhang, 2018) . In this study, we include AHV 297 as an additional spatial feature the S1HL cells also encode. In contrast to a 298 predominant excitatory cell exhibiting HD tuning described elsewhere in the brain, we 299 show disproportionate large numbers of putative interneurons code HD with higher 300 precision than their putative excitatory neuron counterparts. Together, we present a novel configuration of HD circuitry in the S1HL that is dissimilar to those described 302 previously in canonical HD systems.
188
FS HD cells in bursty discharge patterns
303
Fast-spiking cells are tuned to head direction in S1HL 304 While spatially related firing activities have been thought to be mostly confined to the 
Generation of HD and AHV activity in the S1HL
355
The presence of AHV cells in the S1HL opens up the possibility that HD selectivity can 356 be locally generated in S1HL. We show both symmetrical and asymmetrical AHV cells unlikely to be different. In our previous report, we suggested that S1HL spatial 364 selectivity is likely to be an efferent copy inherited from elsewhere, possibly from motor where vestibular inputs have been reported (Nagata, 1986) , may constitute a novel 376 alternative pathway for establishing HD signalling in the S1HL.
377
Functional significance of sharply tuned FS HD cells in the S1HL
378
In the S1HL, the general rule of FS are only weakly or broadly tuned to sensory input need to decrease the gain of HD signal within the S1HL, which is compatible with the 394 supposition that spatial representation in the S1 may relate to body parts in space, 395 rather than the whole organism (Brecht, 2017; Long and Zhang, 2018) . Alternatively, 396 it has been shown in the vibrissae S1, thalamic-mediated feedforward inhibition is key 397 to suppress motor contributions to somatosensation (Yu et al., 2016) . In this scheme, 398 we assume motor inputs at least partially drive spatial responses in the S1HL; sharply tuned FS HD cells may provide the strong inhibition to delineate current HD (sensory) 400 from future (motor) HD.
401
In this study, we carried out the first in-depth characterization of spatial representation 402 in the S1HL (Long and Zhang, 2018) . We show a relatively high proportion of putative To classify firing fields and firing rate distributions, the position data were divided into 458 2.5-cm x 2.5-cm bins, and the path was smoothed with a 21-sample boxcar window filter (400 ms; 10 samples on each side) (Boccara et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013) . 460 Cells with > 100 spikes per session and with a coverage of >80% were included for 461 further analyses. Maps for spike numbers and spike times were smoothed with a 462 quasi-Gaussian kernel over the neighboring 5 x 5 bins (Zhang et al., 2013) . Spatial 463 firing rates were calculated by dividing the smoothed map of spike numbers with spike 464 times. The peak firing rate was defined as the highest rate in the corresponding bin in 465 the spatial firing rate map. Mean firing rates were calculated from the whole session 
Analysis of angular head velocity cells 487
The modulation of firing rate by animals' angular head velocity (AHV) was calculated 488 as previously described (Taube, 1995) . Briefly, the first derivative of head direction 489 (angular velocity) for each time sample was computed. For each cell, the firing rate was plotted as a function of AHV in 6 degree/s bin. To minimize the sampling bias, 491 bins with less than 50 samples per second were excluded. The AHV score was defined 492 by calculating the Pearson's correlation coefficient between the angular head velocity 493 and firing rate. Shuffling was performed in the same procedure used for defining head 494 direction cells. Cells were defined as AHV cells if the AHV scores of the recorded cells 495 were larger than 0.5.
496
Analysis of theta modulation and power spectral density 497 To calculate fluctuations of neural activity through the theta cycle, we offline-filtered 498 local field potentials (LFPs) to extract S1HL theta oscillations. For the low-pass filtering, 499 4 and 5 Hz were selected as stopband and passband low cut-off frequencies, 500 respectively, while 10 and 11 Hz were selected as passband and stopband high cut-501 off frequencies, respectively. Theta modulation was calculated from the fast Fourier 502 transform (FFT)-based power spectrum of the spike-train autocorrelation. When the 503 mean spectral power within 1 Hz range of the theta peak within the 4-11 Hz frequency 504 range was at least 5 times larger than the mean spectral power from 0 Hz to 125 Hz, 505 the cell was classified as theta modulated. To quantify the theta rhythmicity of the local 506 field potentials (LFP) within the somatosensory cortex, the LFP was bandpass-filtered 507 with the theta range (4-11 Hz) to acquire theta-filtered LFP traces. Power spectral 508 density was computed with FFT.
509
Analysis of Bursty Firing Properties
510
We analyzed the interspike interval (ISI) histogram to determine the bursty discharge 511 patterns as described previously (Ebbesen et al., 2016) . ISI probability distribution was 512 first computed for each head direction cell by binning the ISIs below 60 ms with 1 ms 519 We identified putative monosynaptic connections by using spike-time cross- 
Cross-correlogram and putative synaptic connections
